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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY: Experimental evaluation of the STABILITE
(CARBOXX) quality in the composition of drilling solutions for building bore-wells
in conditions of the Far North.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT: Technological parameters of
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suspensions from the clay powder with the yield 6.2 m /t and additives of 2-15%
STABILITE (CARBOXX) as well as water solutions of STABILITE (CARBOXX) are
presented in Table 1. Examination of these experiments shows: presence of STABILITE
(CARBOXX) in concentrations starting from 2% and up reduces filtration of the clay-like
suspension by two times. Gradual increase of the STABILITE (CARBOXX) additives up to
15% results in further reduction of filtration without considerable change of viscosity of the
suspension. After the introduction of 15% STABILITE (CARBOXX) into the clay-like
solution, this solution has a structure with static tension at the offset =4/5 dPa and
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extremely low filtration according to device VM-6 (filtration =1.8 cm over 30 min), as well
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as filtration according to device UIV-2 at 70 C and 50 atmospheres (6 cm /over 30 min).
This solution does not change its technological parameters during 2 hours at 150 C.
Aqueous STABILITE (CARBOXX) systems in 5% and 10% concentrations without clay
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also have low filtration according to the device VM-6 (5.4 cm /30 min). Similar influence
on clay-like solution is characteristic also for a number of lignosulfonates (for example,
KSSB, positions 12, 13); however, very strong foam generation is observed when working
with the latter compounds. The foam in solution with STABILITE (CARBOXX) is generated
on the surface and is rapidly quenched and does not require introduction of foamextinguishing additives. Solutions with STABILITE (CARBOXX) have good lubricating and
anti-“wear and tear” properties similar to those of greasy lubricants (table 2). Swelling of
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the clay with the yield 2.4 m /t in the medium of 5% STABILITE (CARBOXX) is very slow,
it is considerably slower than in lignosulfonates (1% solutions). Data are presented in
Table 3. Coming to maximum swelling for all considered reagents takes place after 5-6
days.
Recommendations for application
The best application of STABILITE (CARBOXX) at drilling deep bore-wells is to use it
as a thermally stable agent to reduce filtration; it does not disperse clay sediments,
i.e., it acts as an agent reducing viscosity. Taking into account the low filtration value
application of the reagent in solution for opening up the layers and in liquids to
conserve the bore-wells may be very promising.
Head of the laboratory for drilling solutions and special liquids
/N.G.Kashkarov/
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Additional Research Findings and Comments about CARBOXX:
We are conducting additional research of CARBOXX applications in various oil and
gas industry applications. One of them is using CARBOXX as surfactant for frac
liquid. Frac liquid is a water with added synthetic surfactant which reduces a water
surface tension resulting in less water viscosity, less energy consumption by the
pumps and higher rate of oil/ gas deposits fracturing and oil/ gas release. Our
approach is based upon CARBOXX chemistry that allows activated humics to work
as a surfactant. Once added to frac water, CARBOXX reduces water surface
tension and it allows synthetic additives, expensive and toxic surfactants, to be
replaced by organic Humics which are environmentally friendly.
In addition to the above research findings, the addition of Carboxx in the same
applications has provided additional benefits with a rising problem – salt
management from drilling mud and drilling by-products. 3 Tier has many years of
salt management experience using CARBOXX for the regeneration of hurricane
damaged soils in Louisiana and is currently used in the extensive Gulf coast
restoration programs to protect plantings from the high salt environment. The
addition of CARBOXX to the drilling mud will also work within that environment to
mitigate the salt development and related environmental issues.
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